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acyclic graph such that the sources are labelled with
variables or constants from the underlying ﬁeld, the
internal nodes (gates) are labelled with the arithmetic
operations and the sink(s) outputs the polynomial(s)
computed by the circuit.2 Size of a circuit is the number
of edges in the underlying graph, and depth is the
length of a longest path from a source to a sink
node. The three main questions of interest regarding
arithmetic circuits are the following:

Abstract—We develop algorithms for writing a polynomial
as sums of powers of low degree polynomials in the
non-degenerate case. This problem generalizes symmetric
tensor decomposition which is widely studied, having
many applications in machine learning. Our algorithm for
this more general problem allows us to solve the moment
problem for mixtures of zero-mean Gaussians in the nondegenerate case.
Our algorithm is based on a scheme for obtaining a
learning algorithm for an arithmetic circuit model from
lower bound for the same model, provided certain nondegeneracy conditions hold. The scheme reduces the learning problem to the problem of decomposing two vector
spaces under the action of a set of linear operators, where
the spaces and the operators are derived from the input
circuit and the complexity measure used in a typical lower
bound proof. The non-degeneracy conditions are certain
restrictions on how the spaces decompose. Such a scheme
is present in a rudimentary form in an earlier work of Kayal
and Saha. Here, we make it more general and detailed, and
potentially applicable to learning other circuit models.
An exponential lower bound on the representation above
is known using the shifted partials measure. However,
the number of linear operators in shifted partials is exponential and also the non-degeneracy condition emerging
out of this measure is unlikely to be satisﬁed by a
random such circuit when the number of variables is
large with respect to the degree. We bypass this hurdle
by proving a lower bound (which is nearly as strong as
the previous bound) using a novel variant of the partial
derivatives measure, namely afﬁne projections of partials
(APP). The non-degeneracy conditions appearing from this
new measure are satisﬁed by a random circuit of the above
kind. The APP measure could be of independent interest
for proving other lower bounds.

•

•

•

Lower bounds. Is there an "explicit" polynomial
that requires super-polynomial sized arithmetic
circuits to compute? This3 is the famed VP vs VNP
question (an arithmetic analogue of the P vs NP
question4 ).
Polynomial Identity Testing (PIT). Here the question is, given5 an arithmetic circuit, determine if
its output is identically zero. There is an easy
randomized algorithm for this problem (plug in
random values and check if the output is zero).
Finding a deterministic algorithm is a major open
question in this ﬁeld.
Reconstruction. Here the question is, given6 a
polynomial, ﬁnd the smallest (or approximately
smallest) arithmetic circuit computing it.

For all the above questions, there is very little progress
on them for general arithmetic circuits. So, a lot of
effort has gone into studying them for restricted
classes of arithmetic circuits (like constant depth,
multilinear, set-multilinear, non-commutative circuits
etc.). We refer the interested reader to the excellent
surveys [2]–[4] on this topic.

Keywords-Arithmetic circuits; Reconstruction; Mixtures of
Gaussians;

I. I NTRODUCTION
Arithmetic circuits form a natural model for computing
polynomials. They compute polynomials using basic
arithmetic operations such as addition and multiplication.1 Formally, an arithmetic circuit is a directed

2 Sometimes, one can let the edges going into addition gates to
be labelled with ﬁeld constants to allow scalar linear combinations.
But, all these models can be interconverted to each other without
too much blowup in the circuit size.
3 One could also consider various other notions of explicitness
while framing the lower bounds question.
4 Or rather #P vs NC.
5 Either as a black-box or explicitly.
6 Again, either as a black box or explicitly.

1 One can also allow division, but it is a classical result that one
can eliminate division operations from an arithmetic circuit without
too much blow up in the circuit size [1].
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A lot of interconnections are known between the three
above-mentioned problems, some of which we touch
upon below.
• Lower bounds and PIT. There are several connections that go both ways between lower bounds
and PIT. It is known that lower bounds for general
arithmetic circuits would imply PIT algorithms
via the hardness vs randomness tradeoff (in the
algebraic setting) [5], [6]. Furthermore, non-trivial
(deterministic) PIT algorithms also imply lower
bounds [5], [7], [8]. While these concrete connections are not always present for restricted circuit
models, several PIT algorithms have been inspired
by corresponding lower bounds, e.g., [9]–[12].
• Lower bounds and reconstruction. It is known
that worst case reconstruction of a circuit model
implies lower bound for the same model [13],
[14]. In the other direction, several reconstruction
algorithms are inspired by lower bounds for the
corresponding models [10], [15]–[20].
• PIT and reconstruction. In one direction, a deterministic (worst case) reconstruction algorithm
clearly implies a deterministic PIT algorithm (both
in the black-box model) since the reconstruction
algorithm would have to output an extremely
small circuit when the circuit computes the zero
polynomial. Randomized (or average-case) reconstruction algorithms may not have anything to do
with deterministic PIT algorithms, of course. In
the other direction, as discussed in [2], black-box
PIT algorithms seemingly can help in designing
reconstruction algorithms. This is because a blackbox PIT algorithm outputs a list of evaluation
points such that any circuit from the class being considered evaluates to a non-zero value on
at least one of points, and hence any two circuits in the class computing different polynomials evaluate to a different value on at least one
of the points.7 So, the list of evaluation points
determines the circuit and now it remains to be
seen if one can efﬁciently reconstruct the circuit
from these evaluations.8 The reconstruction algorithms for sparse polynomials and constant top
fan-in depth three circuits and read-once algebraic branching programs are some examples of
reconstruction using PIT ideas [10], [21]–[23]. Of
course, deterministic PIT algorithms can also be
sometimes used to get deterministic reconstruc-

tion algorithms when randomized ones are known
[10], [15].
To summarize, the three main problems in arithmetic
complexity are richly interrelated and progress on
one question spurs progress on the others. Hence, it
is imperative to ﬁnd more connections between these
problems. This paper continues the line of work in
[20] on building a new connection between lower
bounds and reconstruction. We build on the work of
[20] to further develop a meta framework9 that yields
reconstruction algorithms in the non-degenerate setting
from lower bounds for the corresponding circuit
models. In addition to developing this framework
further, we implement this framework to learn
sums of powers of low degree polynomials in the
non-degenerate case (described in Section I-A). We
remark that assuming some kind of non-degeneracy
conditions might be essential for designing efﬁcient
learning algorithms; otherwise for most circuit models,
one will have to assume constant top fan-in to get
polynomial time algorithms. This is because of various
hardness results about reconstruction in the worst
case. The usefulness of assuming non-degeneracy
conditions is best illustrated by the following example.
Consider the model of homogeneous depth three powering circuits. This corresponds to the representation
f (x) =

s

∑  i (x) d ,

i =1

where i ’s are linear polynomials. Finding such a decomposition with the minimum possible s is NP-hard
even for degree d = 3 (this corresponds to symmetric
tensor decomposition) [24], [25]. Regardless of the NPhardness, one can design algorithms for this model
under reasonable assumptions and such algorithms are
widely used in machine learning. One such algorithm,
attributed to Jennrich [26], [27], says that given f (x) =
∑is=1 i (x)3 with s ≤ n and i ’s linearly independent,
we can ﬁnd the i ’s in polynomial time.10 A couple of
things to notice about the assumptions are:
• s ≤ n: The number of summands that the algorithm can handle is (up to a small constant) the
best known lower bound we can prove for this
model (sums of cubes of linear forms or order-3
symmetric tensor decomposition).
• The set of inputs for which the algorithm does
not work, i.e., when i ’s are linearly dependent,

7 Assuming

the class is closed under subtractions.
course, a random set of points forms a hitting set and it
seems hard to reconstruct the circuit given its evaluations on random
points. However, the hitting sets constructed for deterministic PIT
algorithms typically have a lot of special structures which could be
exploited for reconstruction.

9 In

8 Of

[20], this framework is present in a rudimentary form.
are natural extensions of this result for larger values of d
that can handle a larger number of components (roughly matching
the best lower bounds we can prove for this model), e.g., see [20],
[28]–[30]. Other algorithms include [31], [32].
10 There
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form a non-trivial variety (if s ≤ n). So, the
algorithm would work for "random" i ’s with high
probability.
We hope to generalize the above kind of nondegenerate case learning algorithms to other circuit
models. The circuit size which one might be able to
handle if one implements the meta framework will
depend on the lower bound one can prove for the
circuit model. Since tensor decomposition algorithms
(which corresponds to reconstruction for a very simple
arithmetic circuit model) are widely used in machine
learning, our meta framework raises the exciting
possibility of importing techniques from arithmetic
complexity to machine learning via reconstruction of
various circuit models in the non-degenerate case. We
mention one such possibility in the full version of the
paper.

the coefﬁcients of the monomials in Q1 , . . . , Qs , in
Equation (1), are chosen uniformly at random from
a sufﬁciently large subset of F then the resulting
circuit is non-degenerate with high probability. In this
sense, almost all homogeneous Σ ∧ ΣΠ [t] circuits can
be reconstructed efﬁciently. The following theorem is
proved in the full version of the paper. We will assume
that factoring univariate polynomials over F can be
done in randomized polynomial time13 .
Theorem 1 (Learning non-degenerate sums of powers of low degree polynomials). Let 
n, d, s, t ∈

N such that n ≥ d2 , 2
|F | ≥ (ns)150·t , char(F )

Let us brieﬂy describe the roadmap for the rest of
this section now. In Section I-A, we describe our main
results about learning sums of powers of low degree
polynomials in the non-degenerate case. In Section I-B,
we describe our techniques: the meta framework for
turning lower bounds into reconstruction algorithms,
the implementation for sums of powers of low degree polynomials and the non-degeneracy conditions
needed for our algorithm to work.

Remarks.
1) Non-degeneracy. The non-degeneracy conditions
are explicitly mentioned in Section I-B4.
2) Bounds on t and s. The upper bounds on the
parameters t and s in Theorem 1 originate from
our analysis (especially, the part in the full version
showing that a random Σ ∧ ΣΠ [t] circuit is nondegenerate with high probability). We have not
optimized this analysis in an attempt to keep it
relatively simple. Given that the lower bounds
(stated in Theorem 2) hold for a large range of
t and s, it may be possible to tighten our analysis
signiﬁcantly.
3) t > 1 substantially different from t = 1. While
we state the theorem for slightly super-constant
values of t, one should think of t being a constant
as the main setting (in which case, the running
time of our algorithm is polynomial). Even the
t = 2 case, which was open before, is substantially
different from the t = 1 case (as discussed in
Section I-B3) and is relevant to the problem of
mixtures of Gaussians.
4) Uniqueness of Qi ’s. A corollary of the analysis of
our algorithm is that for a non-degenerate f =

A. The model and our results
We study the learning problem for an interesting subclass of depth four arithmetic circuits which is a generalization of depth three powering circuits or symmetric
tensors. A circuit in this class, computing an n-variate
degree-d polynomial f ∈ F [x], is an expression
f = c1 Q1m + . . . + cs Qm
s ,

log d

≤ t ≤
10·log log d ,
= 0 or > 2d and
d
1
2
2
1100
·
t
30
·
t
s ≤ min(n
, exp(n
)). Then, there is a randomized
algorithm which when given black-box access to an n-variate
degree-d non-degenerate polynomial f = c1 Q1m + . . . +
×
cs Qm
s , where each ci ∈ F , Qi is a homogeneous polynomial
of degree t, and tm = d and the total number of monomials
in Qi ’s is σ, outputs (with high probability) Q1 , . . . , Qs such
that there exist a permutation π : [s] → [s] and non-zero
constants c1 , . . . , cs so that Qi = ci Qπ (i) for all i ∈ [s]. The
running time of the algorithm is poly(n, σ, st ).14

(1)

where each ci ∈ F × , Qi is a homogeneous
polynomial11 of degree t, and tm = d. Such a
circuit is called a homogeneous Σ ∧ ΣΠ [t] (s) circuit.12
The parameter t is typically much smaller than d.
We show that a homogeneous Σ ∧ ΣΠ [t] circuit can
be reconstructed efﬁciently if it satisﬁes certain nondegeneracy conditions. We defer stating these conditions
precisely to the end of this section, but it is worth
mentioning that a random Σ ∧ ΣΠ [t] circuit is nondegenerate with high probability. In other words, if
m

11 The result in this paper holds even if f = c Q 1 + . . . + c Qms ,
s s
1 1
where each Qi (not necessarily homogeneous) has degree ti ≤ t
and ti mi = d for all i ∈ [s]. We present the analysis assuming
homogeneity and uniform exponent m for simplicity of exposition.
12 Technically, the expressions of this kind are known as Σ ∧
ΣΠ [t] (s) formulas. But, there is only a minor distinction between
formulas and circuits in the constant depth case. Furthermore, in
the random circuit setting, even this minor distinction is not there.

13 Univariate polynomials over ﬁnite ﬁelds can be factored in
randomized polynomial time [33], and over Q, they can be factored
in deterministic polynomial time [34].
14 Here, exp( x ) = 2x . Once we know Q , . . . , Q , we can determine
s
1
the non-zero constants d1 , . . . , ds such that f = d1 Q1m + . . . + ds Qsm
in randomized polynomial time.
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c1 Q1m + . . . + cs Qm
s (which holds if the Qi ’s are
chosen randomly), this representation is of the
smallest size and also unique. That is, if f =
 m + . . . + cs Q
 m with 
s ≤ s, then 
s = s and
c1 Q
1

s
there exist a permutation π : [s] → [s] and non i = di Qπ (i) for
zero constants d1 , . . . , ds such that Q
all i ∈ [s].
Non-degeneracy conditions are satisﬁed if we choose
the coefﬁcients of the Qi ’s randomly. This gives us the
following corollary.

s to be large. A typical lower bound strategy ﬁnds such
an f by constructing a set of linear maps L from the
vector space of polynomials to some appropriate vector
space such that the following properties hold:
• dim( L ◦ T ) is small (say ≤ r) for every simple
polynomial T, 16
• dim( L ◦ f ) is large (say ≥ R).
Then, we have
f = T1 + T2 + . . . + Ts
⇒ L ◦ f ⊆ L ◦ T1 + · · · + L ◦ Ts
(2)
⇒ dim( L ◦ f ) ≤ dim( L ◦ T1 ) + · · · + dim( L ◦ Ts ).

Corollary I.1 (Learning random sums of powers of low
degree polynomials). Let n, d, s, t ∈ F be as in Theorem
1. There is a randomized algorithm which when given blackbox access to an n-variate degree-d polynomial f = c1 Q1m +
×
. . . + cs Qm
s , where each ci ∈ F , Qi is a homogeneous
polynomial of degree t, and tm = d and the coefﬁcients
of Qi ’s are chosen uniformly and independently at random
from a set S ⊂ F of size |S| ≥ (ns)150·t , outputs (with high
probability) Q1 , . . . , Qs such that there exist a permutation
π : [s] → [s] and non-zero constants c1 , . . . , cs so that Qi =
ci Qπ (i) for all i ∈ [s]. The running time of the algorithm is
poly((ns)t ).

This implies that s ≥ R/r. Now, let us see how the set
of linear maps L could potentially play a key role in
learning class C .
2) Reduction to vector space decomposition - a recipe for
learning: The corresponding learning problem for C
is the following: Given a polynomial f that can be
expressed as f = T1 + . . . + Ts , where each Ti is a
simple polynomial, can we efﬁciently recover the Ti ’s?
It turns out that the set of linear maps L (used to
prove lower bounds) can now be used to devise an
efﬁcient learning algorithm via the following metaalgorithm, which works if the expression T1 + . . . + Ts
is “non-degenerate”. Let us explain what we mean by
non-degeneracy. One might expect that if the Ti ’s are
chosen randomly, then for some choice of linear maps
L, the subspace condition in Equation (2) becomes an
equality and the sums become direct sums, i.e.,

B. Techniques: Learning from lower bounds
The novelty of our approach lies in the use of lower
bound techniques in the design of learning algorithms.
Such connections are known for certain classes of
Boolean circuits, in particular AC0 and AC0 [ p] circuits
[35], [36]. The inﬂuence of lower bound techniques
on learning is also apparent in the case of ROABP
reconstruction [15], [37]. However, our approach differs substantially from these previous works and also
uses lower bounds to design algorithms in the nondegenerate case. At a high level, our technique can be
summarized as a fancy reduction to linear algebra. In Section I-B1, we will see how lower bounds are typically
proven in arithmetic complexity. Section I-B2 describes
our meta framework of turning lower bounds into
learning algorithms. In Section I-B3, we discuss how
implement the framework for learning sums of powers
of low degree polynomials. Finally in Section I-B4,
we state the non-degeneracy conditions we require
explicitly.
1) A typical lower bound proof: Many of the circuit
classes for which good lower bounds are known are
of the form T1 + . . . + Ts , where each polynomial Ti is
“simple” in some sense15 . The lower bound problem
for such a class C is to ﬁnd an explicit polynomial f
such that any representation of the form f = T1 + T2 +
. . . + Ts , where each Ti is a simple polynomial, requires

L ◦ f = L ◦ T1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ L ◦ Ts .

(3)

Existence of linear maps L satisfying Equation (3)
for random Ti ’s is the starting point for our learning
framework. A couple of things are important to state
here:
• If Equation (3) is satisﬁed for even a single choice
of Ti ’s, then it is satisﬁed for random Ti ’s because
of the Schwarz-Zippel lemma [41], [42].
• Equation (3) implies a tight separation within class
C . So, a prerequisite for a lower bound method
to be useful for our learning framework is that
it should be able to prove a tight separation for
that model. In fact, Equation (3) is usually proven
by exhibiting an explicit polynomial for which the
linear maps in question yield a tight separation
(see Lemma I.1).
We will also need that L = L2 ◦ L1 , i.e., L is a
combination of two sets of linear maps17 and Equation
16 Here, S denotes the F-linear span of a set of vectors S. Also
L ◦ T denotes the set of vectors obtained by applying each linear
map in L to T.
17 For example, kth order partial derivatives are a composition of
(k − 1)th order partial derivatives and ﬁrst order partial derivatives,
i.e., ∂xk = ∂xk−1 ◦ ∂x .

15 For example, in case of Σ ∧ ΣΠ [t] ( s ) circuits, T is a power of
i
a degree-t polynomial. One can also get such representations from
general circuits by various depth reduction theorems [38]–[40].
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(3) holds for both L1 and L. We say that the expression
T1 + · · · + Ts is non-degenerate if Equation (3) holds
for both L1 and L. Now given18 f = T1 + · · · + Ts , we
have access to
U
V

:=
:=
=

one-dimensional spaces is a valid one. However, there
is a characterization of all decompositions in the
symmetric setting (Krull-Schmidt theorem, see full
version) and it extends to vector space decomposition
via our reduction (see full version). In many settings
(including the one in this paper), this characterization
helps in proving the uniqueness of decomposition.

L1 ◦ f = L1 ◦ T1 ⊕ . . . ⊕ L1 ◦ Ts
and
L2 ◦ L1 ◦ f
(4)
L2 ◦ (L1 ◦ T1 ) ⊕ . . . ⊕ L2 ◦ (L1 ◦ Ts ) . (5)

Finally, the meta algorithm is stated in Algorithm 1,
which works under the assumptions:
1) The following direct sum structure holds,

If we can recover the L1 ◦ Ti for all i, then usually one
can recover the Ti ’s19 . Towards this, a crucial property
of the linear maps L2 (from U to V) is that L2 maps
each component space L1 ◦ Ti to the corresponding
component space of V. This motivates the following
problem.

U
V

Problem 1 (Vector space decomposition). Given two
vector spaces U and V and a set of linear maps L from
U to V, ﬁnd a decomposition

:=
:=
=

L1 ◦ f = L1 ◦ T1 ⊕ . . . ⊕ L1 ◦ Ts
and
L2 ◦ L1 ◦ f
(6)
L2 ◦ (L1 ◦ T1 ) ⊕ . . . ⊕ L2 ◦ (L1 ◦ Ts ) . (7)

2) (7) is the unique indecomposable decomposition
for the vector spaces U and V w.r.t. L2 .
3) One can recover Ti from L1 ◦ Ti efﬁciently.
Next, we will discuss how we prove these assumptions
for our setting, namely sums of powers of low degree
polynomials.

U = U1 ⊕ . . . ⊕ Us
V = V1 ⊕ . . . ⊕ Vs ,
such that L ◦ Ui ⊆ Vi for all i ∈ [s] (if such a
decomposition exists). Moreover, we can ask that each
of the pairs (Ui , Vi ) be further indecomposable with
respect to L.

Algorithm 1 Meta algorithm: Learning from lower
bounds
Input: f = T1 + · · · + Ts .
Output: T1 , . . . , Ts such that there exists a permutation σ : [s] → [s] so that Ti = Tσ(i) .

Amazingly, polynomial time algorithms are known
for a symmetric version of this problem, where
U = V and we require Ui = Vi .20 The algorithm was
discovered in [43] based on the algorithms developed
for decomposition of algebras (e.g., see [44]–[46]).
The algorithm works over ﬁnite ﬁelds, C and R (if
the input is over Q, then the algorithm outputs a
decomposition over an extension ﬁeld). We give a
simple reduction in the full version that reduces the
vector space decomposition problem to the symmetric
version. However, since we are in a specialized setting,
we can design a simpler algorithm using the ideas in
[43] that also works over Q (this is important for some
potential applications like mixtures of Gaussians).

1:
2:

3:

Take an appropriate set of linear maps L = L2 ◦ L1 .
Compute U := L1 ◦ f and V := L2 ◦ L1 ◦ f .
Obtain a (further indecomposable) vector space
decomposition of U and V with respect to L2 ,
namely U = U1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ Us and V = V1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ Vs .
Compute Ti from Ui (assuming Ui = L1 ◦ Ti ).

3) Implementation for sums of powers of low degree polynomials: In this section, we discuss how we implement the meta algorithm described above for sums
of powers of low degree polynomials. As discussed,
the main ingredient in the learning algorithm is the
lower bound. So, at ﬁrst we need to understand how
lower bounds are proven for this model [47]–[49]. Let
us ﬁrst consider the setting of sums of powers of linear
forms21 , i.e., t = 1 [50], [51]. Our goal is to ﬁnd a
degree-d homogeneous polynomial f such that any
expression of the form:

Thus, we are capable of doing a decomposition
like the one in Equation (5). But, why should we
end up with the same decomposition? Certainly
there are cases where the decompositions are not
unique. For example, if U = V and L just consists
of the identity map, then any decomposition into

f = 1d + · · · + ds ,

18 This

framework should be applicable given only black-box
access to f using standard tricks (as we show for our problem) and
we won’t go into these details in this overview.
19 For example, one can recover a homogeneous polynomial if
given all its degree-k partial derivatives.
20 The symmetric version is known as module decomposition in the
literature.

with i ’s linear, requires a large value of s. The set of
d/2
linear maps here will be L = ∂x
, i.e., all partial
21 Also known in the literature as symmetric tensor decomposition
or the Waring rank problem.
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derivatives of order d/2. Then, it is easy to see that
dim( L ◦ d ) ≤ 1 for all linear polynomials . Thus,
any f has a lower bound of s ≥ dim( L ◦ f ). One can
easily design polynomials with large dimension for
the partial derivatives, e.g., the elementary symmetric
polynomial of degree d in n variables satisﬁes
n
22
dim( L ◦ f ) = (d/2
 ).

number of variables. To our surprise, if we project
down to a smaller number of variables, one does not
need shifts at all to prove the lower bound! We call
this new measure afﬁne projections of partials, which
we deﬁne next.23
Afﬁne projections of partials – a novel adaptation of
the partial derivatives measure. Let f be a polynomial
in variables x = ( x1 , . . . , xn ) and L = (1 (z), . . . , n (z))
a tuple of linear forms24 in variables z = (z1 , . . . , zn0 ).
The parameter n0 would be much smaller than n in
this paper. Let π L be the following afﬁne projection
map from F [x] to F [z],

For a long time, it was not known how to generalize
these super-polynomial lower bounds even to the t = 2
case. What goes wrong is that dim( L ◦ Qm ) is no
longer small, for L = ∂xk , when Q is a degree-t homogeneous polynomial with t ≥ 2. For example, dim( L ◦
( x12 + · · · + xn2 )m ) ≥ (nk) for k ≤ m ≤ n. However, one
can still say something about the partial derivatives.
If we take any α ∈ Z n≥ with |α| := ∑in=1 αi = k, then
Qm−k divides ∂xα Qm for k ≤ m. Hence, any ∂xα Qm is of
the form Qm−k R, where R is homogeneous of degree
k(t − 1). Now, the main observation in [47] was that
we can make use of this special property of powers
of low degree polynomials by using the shifted partial
derivatives measure which is deﬁned as follows,


SPk, ( f ) := dim x · ∂xk f .

π L ( f ) := f (1 (z), . . . , n (z)).
For a set S ⊆ F [x], the projection π L is naturally
deﬁned as,
π L ( S ) : = { π L ( f ) : f ∈ S }.
∂xk

f is the set of all k-th order partial
Recall that
derivatives of f and S is the F-linear span of a set
of polynomials S. The afﬁne projections of partials (APP)
measure is deﬁned as,


(The measure) APPk,n0 ( f ) := max dim π L (∂xk f ) ,

That is, we take all kth order partial derivatives of f and
then multiply by all degree- monomials and then take
the dimension of their span. Now, for any α, β such that
|α| = k and β = , xβ ∂xα Qm is of the form Qm−k R, where
R is a homogeneous polynomial of degree  + k(t − 1).
Hence


n +  + k ( t − 1) − 1
,
SPk, ( Qm ) ≤
 + k ( t − 1)

L

(8)

where the maximum is taken over all n-tuple L =
(1 (z), . . . , n (z)) of linear forms in F [z]. It is easy to
verify that for any f , g ∈ F [x] the following linearity
property is satisﬁed,
(Linearity of the measure)
APPk,n0 ( f + g) ≤ APPk,n0 ( f ) + APPk,n0 ( g).

where if k,  are not too large, then one can expect
SPk, ( f ), for an appropriately chosen f , to be close to
1 n + k −1
the number of operators (n+−
 )( k ). Indeed, with
appropriate choices of k and , this can be used to
prove exponential lower bounds for the model sums
of powers of low degree polynomials [47] and other
more general models as well [48], [49], [52]–[55]. In all
of these lower bounds, the value of  is chosen to be
comparable or larger than n. This makes the number
of linear maps exponential and hence not suitable for
designing an efﬁcient algorithm. In fact, even ignoring
the large number of linear maps, with such a large
value of , the shifted partials measure is unlikely to
satisfy the direct sum property in Equation (7) (see
full version) when the number of variables is large
with respect to the degree. A natural way to decrease
the number of linear maps is to project to a smaller

(9)
(10)

The APP measure can be alternatively deﬁned using
a random afﬁne projection π L . The observation below
is an easy consequence of the Schwartz-Zippel lemma
[41], [42].
Observation I.1. If |F | ≥ 10 · (d − k) · (n+kk−1) and every
coefﬁcient of the linear forms in L = (1 (z), . . . , n (z)) is
chosen from a set S ⊆ F of size 10 · (d − k ) · (n+kk−1) then
with probability at least 0.9,


APPk,n0 ( f ) = dim π L (∂xk f ) .
Remark 1. Similarity with the skewed partials measure. The APP measure is akin to the skewed partials
(SkP) measure introduced in [56] – SkP is a special case
23 The word afﬁne is added to avoid confusion with another kind
of projection (namely multilinear projection) which is usually done
in the literature to prove lower bounds for depth four arithmetic
circuits.
24 More generally,  (z), . . . ,  (z) are afﬁne forms, but for this
n
1
work it sufﬁces to take them as linear forms.

22 If we use this lower bound with the recipe in Section I-B2, then
one gets a close variant of Jennrich’s algorithm for symmetric tensor
decomposition.
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of APP. We show that the lower bound proof works with
the SkP measure, but to ensure that the hard polynomial
f n,d is multilinear we need afﬁne projections (particularly,
p-projections). However, the main reason for us to work
with general/random afﬁne projections (instead of SkP or
p-projections) is to make the learning algorithm require as
weak a non-degeneracy condition as possible.

d
Of course, an nΩ( t ) lower bound is already known
for homogeneous ΣΠΣΠ [t] circuit using the shifted
partials measure [49], [53]. We get nearly the same
lower bound by replacing “shifts” by an afﬁne projection. As discussed above, this change is essential
to satisfy the direct sum property in Equation (7).
In terms of lower bounds, this means that we show
an explicit polynomial which can be computed by
a homogeneous Σ ∧ ΣΠ [t] (s) circuit but not by any
homogeneous Σ ∧ ΣΠ [t] (s − 1) circuit.

Let us give some intuition as to why the APP measure
can yield lower bounds for sums of powers of low
degree polynomials. As we say above, any ∂xα Qm , with
|α| = k, is of the form Qm−k R, where R is homogeneous of degree k (t − 1) (recall Q is homogeneous of
n +k(t−1)−1
degree t). This implies that APP( Qm ) ≤ ( 0 k(t−1) ).
However, for an appropriately chosen homogeneous
degree-d polynomial f , one can expect that APP( f )
could be as large as min{(n0 +dd−−kk−1), (n+kk−1)}. The ﬁrst
upper bound is from the fact that after derivatives
and projection, we are in the space of degree-(d − k )
polynomials in n0 variables and the second is from
the fact that we have (n+kk−1) linear maps in APP.
With appropriate choices of n0 , k and the polynomial
f , we can prove the following lower bound result
which comes close to the best known lower bounds
via shifted partials.

Lemma I.1 (Tight separation for homogeneous
Σ ∧ ΣΠ [t] circuits). Suppose n, d, s, t, F satisfy the conditions in Theorem 1. Then, there is a family of explicit25
n-variate degree-d polynomials computable by homogeneous
Σ ∧ ΣΠ [t] (s) circuits but not by any homogeneous Σ ∧
ΣΠ [t] (s − 1) circuit.
The above lemma allows us to argue that a
random Σ ∧ ΣΠ [t] circuit is non-degenerate with
high probability (Item 1 in the assumptions for
Algorithm 1). Let us now brieﬂy explain how
we prove the uniqueness of decomposition and
describe our algorithm for recovering a term from the
corresponding vector space of polynomials (Items 2
and 3).

Theorem 2 (Lower bound for homogeneous ΣΠΣΠ [t]
circuits using APP). The APP measure, deﬁned above, can
be used to prove the following lower bound for homogeneous
ΣΠΣΠ [t] circuits.
•

High t case: Let n, d, t ∈ N such that n ≥ d2 and
ln nd ≤ t ≤ 4·e10d·ln d . There is a family of n-variate
degree-d multilinear polynomials { f n,d } in VNP such
that any homogeneous ΣΠΣΠ [t] (s) circuit computing
f n,d must have
s=

•

Uniqueness of vector space decomposition. The adjoint algebra helps us prove uniqueness of decomposition in our setting. Let us discuss what that is. Recall
that we have vector spaces U, V and a set of linear
maps L2 from U to V. The adjoint algebra of L2 is
deﬁned as follows:

n
d

d
Ω( t ln
t)

adj(L2 ) :=
( D, E) : D : U → U, E : V → V and
K ◦ D = E ◦ K for all K ∈ L2 .
Suppose U = U1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ Us , V = V1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ Vs is an
indecomposable decomposition with respect to L2 . If it
so happens that for every ( D, E) ∈ adj(L2 ), there exist
constants α1 , . . . , αs such that Dui = αi ui for all ui ∈ Ui ,
then the decomposition is unique (see full version). We
show this is the case in our setting. We deviate from
the framework in Section I-B2 a little bit to simplify
the analysis. Due to this, the vector spaces in our
 case
turn out to be V = π L ( Q1 )m−k , . . . , π L ( Qs )m−k and


W = W1 ⊕ . . . ⊕ Ws , Wi := π P (∂zk π L ( Qi )m−k ) , and

.

Low t case: Let n, d, t ∈ N such that n ≥ d20 and 1 ≤
t ≤ min 6eln·lnn d , d . There is a family of n-variate
degree-d multilinear polynomials { f n,d } in VNP such
that any homogeneous ΣΠΣΠ [t] (s) circuit computing
f n,d must have
d
s = nΩ( t ) .

Remark 2. More general circuit model. The above lower
bound (proved in the full version) is for the class of homogeneous ΣΠΣΠ [t] circuits, which contains the class of
homogeneous Σ ∧ ΣΠ [t] circuits. In fact, the APP measure
can be used to give a super-polynomial lower bound for
general homogeneous depth four circuits – we skip the proof
of this fact here.

L2 = π P (∂zk ) are linear maps from V to W. Here, L
is a random projection onto n0 variables z, and P is a
random projection onto m0 variables w.
25 That is, in time poly( n, s ), we can output the Σ ∧ ΣΠ [t] ( s ) circuit
computing the polynomial.
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Deﬁnition I.1 (Non-degeneracy). The circuit C, given
by Equation (11), is non-degenerate if there exist L and
P (as above) such that the following conditions are
satisﬁed:
n +k(t−1)−1
1) U = U1 ⊕ . . . ⊕ Us and dim Ui = ( 0 k(t−1) ) for
all i ∈ [s],
m +k(t−1)−1
2) W = W1 ⊕ . . . ⊕ Ws and dim Wi = ( 0 k(t−1) )
for all i ∈ [s],
s = U
1 ⊕ . . . ⊕ U
s for all i ∈ [s],
1 + . . . + U
3) U
4) [ G1e ]z1 =0 , . . . , [ Gse ]z1 =0 are F-linearly independent.

Recovery of the terms from the corresponding vector
spaces. Due to the above-mentioned deviation from
the framework, the ﬁnal problem we have to solve is
the following: Given access to the random projections
π L ( Q1 ), . . . , π L ( Qs ), recover the Qi ’s. First of all, if one
is given multiple projections π L ( Q), then it is not hard
to recover Q. However, we have multiple polynomials
and for each random projection, we could be given
the polynomials in an arbitrary order. This makes the
recovery slightly non-trivial. For details of how we
solve this, see the full version.

Condition 1 and 2 constitute the main part of nondegeneracy. Condition 3 and 4 have been added to aid
our analysis and keep it relatively simple; it may be
possible to dispense with these conditions completely
perhaps by altering Conditions 1 and 2 slightly.

Next, we explicitly state the non-degeneracy conditions
we require. The details of our algorithm and analysis
can be found in the full version. As mentioned, we
deviate from the general recipe to simplify the analysis,
but the recipe provides the intuition and forms the
backbone of the algorithm.
4) Non-degeneracy conditions: In this section, we state
the non-degeneracy conditions that our algorithm requires. Let C be a homogeneous Σ ∧ ΣΠ [t] (s) circuit
computing an n-variate degree-d polynomial
f = c1 Q1m + . . . + cs Qm
s .

We prove the following lemma in the full version,
which says that if we choose the Qi ’s randomly in
Equation (11), then the circuit is non-degenerate with
high probability.
Lemma I.2 (Random Σ ∧ ΣΠ [t] circuits are non-degenerate). Suppose the coefﬁcients of Qi ’s are chosen uniformly
and independently at random from a set S ⊂ F of size
|S| ≥ (ns)150·t . Then, with probability 1 − o (1), the nondegeneracy conditions in Deﬁnition I.1 are satisﬁed.

(11)
1

Notations. Let z = (z1 , . . . , zn0 ) be a set of n0 = n 3·t 
1
15·t2

variables and w = (w1 , . . . , wm0 ) a set of m0 = n

variables. Let L = (1 (z), . . . , n (z)) be a tuple of n
linear forms in F [z] and P = ( p1 (w), . . . , pn0 (w)) a
tuple of n0 linear forms in F [w]. For every such tuples
of linear forms L and P, we can deﬁne the following
130·t·log s
:
spaces and polynomials by setting k =
log n




• U : = π L ( ∂xk f ) and Ui : = π L ( ∂xk Qim ) ,
• Gi : = π L ( Qi ) and g0 (z) : = G1e + . . . + Gse , where
e = m−
 k,

i := z2k(t−1) · G e , where z2k(t−1) is the set of
• U
i
all z-monomials
of

 degree 2k(t− 1),

• W : = π P ( ∂zk g0 ) and Wi : = π P ( ∂zk Gie ) .
Observe that
U ⊆ U1 + . . . + Us ,

and

implying

C. Full version of the paper
The full version of the paper can be found at
https://arxiv.org/abs/2004.06898.
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Ui ⊆ zk(t−1) · π L ( Qi )m−k




n0 + k ( t − 1) − 1
k ( t − 1)


W ⊆ W1 + . . . + Ws , and Wi ⊆ wk(t−1) · π P ( Gi )e−k
dim Ui ≤

implying


dim Wi ≤
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